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INTRODUCTION 
The theory of group representations has been very useful in calculating 
the electron energy bands in crystalline solids. Such calculations have been 
the object of much investigation in solid state physics for the past several 
years. The energy bands constitute the set of energies EL accessible to an 
electron in a periodic crystal lattice where the Ek’s are the eigenvalues asso- 
ciated with bounded eigenvectors which are solutionsof the time-independent 
Schr6dinger wave equation 
I- f v2 + WI/ hdr) = EK +W). 
In this equation r = (x, y, z) and K = (Kz , K, , K,) are real vectors, 
and V(r) is a triply periodic function describing the potential energy which 
an electron experiences; the quantity in curly brackets is the Hamiltonian 
operator. 
One must use an approximate method to solve the Schrodinger equation 
since it is impossible to obtain an exact solution in all but the most trivial 
cases. An approximation method is carried out roughly as follows: A selection 
is made, by physical arguments, of a class of functions presumed to span 
the space of all linear combinations of eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian 
operator; let us call such a set of functions (c$&. The next step is to deter- 
mine the best approximation of each I& in terms of a finite linear combination 
of the #i’s (in general, two vectors #x and #x, may be approximated by 
different sets of &‘s). 
To select the &‘s used in approximating #x , group theory is 
often used. The particular group considered is the “largest” group, 
called the space group of the lattice, whose elements act on the 
lattice by transforming it onto itself under translations and rotations. 
* Present adress: Loyola College, Baltimore, Maryland. 
t Present Adress: Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Maryland. 
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With respect to a subgroup G of the space group, #x may possess a 
“symmetry” which means that 
for all g in G; G is often called a little group. The symmetry of #x is known 
prior to solving the problem, and one should approximate #x by &‘s having 
the same symmetry. These symmetry functions used in approximating $K 
may be obtained from the irreducible representations of the little group 
via projection operators. A projection operator, depending on one of these 
representations, when applied to (c$&~ will project, onto the zero function, 
precisely those &‘s which do not possess the symmetry of #x . The remaining 
(nonzero) functions are linear combinations of some subset of (#& , and they 
constitute the symmetrized set in terms of which #z should be approximated. 
Often projection operators are used which depend only on the character of 
representations. Such projection operators are inadequate since they map 
considerably more functions onto zero than is desirable. Thus it is conve- 
nient to have at one’s disposal the irreducible representations of little groups 
of a space group. 
Bouckaert, Smoluchowski, and Wigner [l] have given an extensive account 
of crystal symmetries and the effect these symmetries have on the wave 
functions for electrons in crystals. Involved in their analysis are, quite natu- 
rally, the character tables for little groups. They derive these tables for cubic 
crystals and use them to determine some interesting features of electron 
energy bands in solids. Some work of Schur [2] and Seitz [3] is somewhat 
more related with our problem, that is, of determining irreducible representa- 
tions of a group G from irreducible representations of certain subgroups of G. 
Schur, and later Seitz, have demonstrated, for example, that if G is a finite 
solvable group with a chain of subgroups 
G = G, 3 G, 1 *a* 3 G, = {identity element) 
then the irreducible representations of G, may be obtained from the irre- 
ducible representations of G,,, for 1 < K < s - 1. Further, Seitz demon- 
strated that the symmorphic space groups fit into this scheme. 
We are primarily interested, for reasons mentioned above, in determining 
the irreducible representations of a space group which may be factored into a 
semidirect product of its translations group and point group, We believe 
that this theory offers a straightforward procedure for computing irreducible 
representations. The idea of a semidirect product group has been used to 
discuss space groups by earlier authors (see [3-51) although such groups were 
not used by these authors to construct representations. To obtain the irre- 
ducible representations of certain semidirect product groups we follow the 
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work of Mackey on finite and infinite (locally compact) groups [6, 71 and that 
of McIntosh on finite groups [8-lo]. The theory of semidirect product 
groups, appropriate for our study of crystals, is first developed and later 
applied to the CsCl lattice, 
II. SOME SEMIDIRECT PRODUCT GROUPS AND 
THEIR IRREDUCIBLE RBPIWSBNTATIONS 
A. Representations of Direct Product Groups 
Let G be a group and E a vector space. By GL(E) we mean the set of all 
automorphisms on E; this set forms a group called the general linear group 
on E with respect to composition of automorphisms. A representation r of 
G is a homomorphism which maps G into GL(E). Furthermore, r is said to 
be irreducible if each element of r(G), when acting on subspaces of E, leaves 
only E and null subspace, {O,}, stable. Otherwise, r is called reducible. In 
either case E is called the carrier space of r. If Gi and Ga are any groups, so 
is Gi x Ga under the law 
One question which naturally arises is: Given irreducible representation of 
Gi and G, , can one construct irreducible representations of Gr x Ga I 
This may be answered in the affirmative. To see this let ri be a representa- 
tion of Gi with carrier space Ei (i = 1,2). The tensorproduct of the representa- 
tions r, and ra , denoted by r, @ r, , is the mapping 
of Gi x G2 into GL(E, @ E,). This mapping is a representation since 
rl 0 rdk, .d - k; , .a = rkdg;) 0 wh , g;;) 
= (w,) 0 md 0 (ud 0 r,k;)) 
= (w,) 0 wd) 0 wg;) 0 m3) 
= 6 0 w, , gd 0 (r, 0 w; , a. 
Furthermore, it has been proved that r, @ r, is irreducible if r, and ra 
are both irreducible (see [7], [8], and [ll]).i 
1 Weil [l l] proved this result for finite dimensional representations and Mackey [7j 
proved it for infinite dimensional representations. 
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B. Induced Representations 
We shall have occasion to compute certain representations of subgroups 
of space groups which are tensor product representations. It is desirable to 
extend these (tensor product) representations to the entire space group, 
i.e., find representations of the space group “induced” by representations 
of its subgroups. The development herein follows, closely, that given by 
McIntosh [8, lo] for finite groups. 
Let G be a rgoup, H a subgroup of G, and y a representation of H whose 
carrier space is E with dimension n. The set of all functions EC mapping G 
into E forms a vector space over the same field of scalars as E (in general, 
this is the field of complex numbers). Let (Oia)lCz~n,a~C denote a set of 
vectors in EC with the following property: 
a,, occurring in the ith position of the ordered n-tuple. We have 
THEOREM 11.1. (era)l$r<n.a& is a linearly independent set in EC . 
PROOF. Consider 
where Q is any finite subset of G, and the &,‘S are scalars. Then elementwise, 
for all b E G, we get 
2 x fiaeiatb) = OEGcb) 
d=laeQ 
implying that [rb = .&, = ..a = fnb = 0. Q.E.D. 
It may be remarked that, if G is finite, (ein)l~i~n,a~G also generates EC 
and hence is a basis of EG. 
Let EF be the subspace of functions in EC which have the property that, 
for a E H and b E G, 
Further, let rc(H) denote the right cross section of H which is defined as a set 
of elements of G composed of one and only one element from each right 
coset of H. It follows that rc(H) is not necessarily a subgroup of G, but 
clearly, H * rc(H) = G. Henceforth, x will be used to denote an element 
of rc(H). 
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THEOREM 11.2. If W(H) contains a Jinite number of elements, then 
(Q14~gn,x~rc~H~ is a basis in EF. 
PROOF. Let b be any element of G; then b = a * x where a E H and 
x E rc(H). Also, 
f(b) =f(a * 4 = r(a>f(x> . 
Hence, it is sufficient to consider any f E EE on rc(H), 
Finally 
f(b) = r(a) 2 4&(x) 
From Theorem 11.1, it follows that the BsX’s form a basis for EF . Q.E.D. 
Let us define a representation y (4 of G in terms of y of H in the following 
fashion: Let 
~‘4’ : G + GL(E;) 
such that ~(~))(a) maps E: into itself according to 
(~‘~‘(4 f> (b) = f(W. 
This is indeed a representation of G since 
(r (%W) (4 = fW4 
= A’% (f> w 
= y’-@‘(a) o y’J’(b) (f) (c). 
Following the usual fashion of getting a matrix representation of a linear 
mapping we consider y ($‘(a) acting on a basis in EF for the case where rc(H) 
is of finite order: 
PW (4,) (4 = W4 
= eibom. 
If ba-1 = pr for p E H, 
eiba44 = ecpr(4 
= ei,(p-4) 
= Y(p-1, e,,w, 
or 
+“)(a) (t&)(c) = y(rab-l) &r(c). 
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This implies that yC4)(a) is a matrix of order II times the order of rc(H) with 
the n x n matrix y(rab-l) in the (r, b) position if rab-l E H, or with the 
n x n zero matrix in that position for rab-l $ H. In general y’$’ is not 
irreducible, even if y is irreducible; however, for certain special cases induced 
representations will be irreducible-such cases are of interest to us and will 
be discussed in a following section. 
C. Semidirect Product Groups and Their Representations 
Let G, be a group and Ga a group of automorphisms on G,; we write tt’ 
as the product of elements t and t’ in G, , and s G s’ as the product (composi- 
tion) of automorphisms s and s’ in G, . By a semidirect prodrtct group, with 
respect to groups G1 and G, , we mean the set of elements Gr x G, with 
the law of composition 
((t 1 s), (t’ 1 s’)) + (t 1 s) - (t’ / s’) = (ts(t’) 1 s 0 s’) 
where “*‘I denotes this composition. The symbol “ 1 ” is used to distinguish 
components in an ordered pair where the ordered pair represents an element 
in the semidirect product group. This new group will be labeled G1 : G, . 
It is easy to verify that G1 : Ga is a group where (e, ) es) is the identity ele- 
ment, e, being the identity element in Gi (i = I, 2), and where the inverse 
of an element (t 1 s) is (s-‘(t-l) 1 s-l). 
McIntosh [9, lo] has discussed the problem of determining under which 
conditions a group is equal to, up to an isomorphism, a semidirect product 
of two of its subgroups. These conditions are now stated: 
Let G be a group and A and B subgroups of G. Then G is isomorphic 
to B : A if 
(1) B is a normal subgroup of G 
(2) BA = G 
(3) BnA={} h e w ere e is the identity in G, and where an automorphism 
in A, say a, is the mapping 
Furthermore A is always a right cross section with respect to B. 
We are interested in, and shall pay particular attention to, the case where 
a group G is isomorphic to a semidirect product G1 : Ga of two of its sub- 
groups, and Gl is a countably infinite abelian subgroup and G, is finite. 
Let us consider representations of G, : G, = G. Suppose, first of all, 
that r is a representation of G, . Then the following theorem holds: 
9 
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THEOREM 11.3. s-l(r) is a representation of GI where s is any element of G, , 
and t -+ s-l(F) (t) = r(s(t)). 
PROOF. 
s-l(r) (tt’) = r(s(tt’)) 
= r(s(t) s(t’)) 
= r(s(t)) 0 r(s(t’)) 
= s-‘(r) (t) 0 s-l(r) (t’). Q.E.D. 
s-l(r) is called a representation conjugate to c the set of representations con- 
jugate to r is called the star of I’. The star of r can be partitioned into 
equivalence classes, called prongs of the star of r, whereby each class contains 
equivalent representations. If I’ is irreducible, then each representation in its 
star is irreducible, and each prong contains only equivalent, irreducible 
representations. The following theorem is easily verified. 
THEOREM 11.4. The set 
{s : s E G, and s-l(r) is in the prong of r} 
is a subgroup of Gs called the little group of r and labeled L[r]. 
It is necessary at this point to find the irreducible representations of 
Gr : L[FJ where r is an irreducible representation of Gr and L[lJ is the 
little group of r. It is reasonable to investigate which irreducible representa- 
tions of G, : L[r] are equivalent to those of Gr x L[r] since Gr : L[fl and 
Gr x L[rJ are in 1 - 1 correspondence as the mapping (t ) s) --f (t, s) 
indicates. These groups, however, are not isomorphic and do not necessarily 
have the same set of irreducible representations. We are interested, in 
particular, in representations of Gr : L[r] obtained from r and irreducible 
representations of L[r]. The following theorem states some conditions for 
which irreducible representations of Gi x L[fl are irreducible representa- 
tions (of the form we require) of Gr : L[I’J. 
THEOREM II.5.2 Let I’ be a one-dimensional representation of GI and yr 
an irreducible representation of L[lJ. Then the irreducible representation 
I’ @ yr of GI x L[IJ is an irreducible representation of Gl : L[I’J where 
(t 1 s) + r 0 f(t 1 s) = r(t) 0 #(+ 
o Since r is one-dimensional the tensor product r(g,) @ fl(g,) amounts to multi- 
plying rr(g2) by the complex number r(g,). 
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PROOF. (This theorem (stated in a somewhat different form) was also 
proved by Herring [4] and Wintgen [12]). 
r g! f((t 1 s) * (t’ 1 s’)) = r @ f(ts(t’) / s 12 s’) 
= r(ts(t’)) @ f(s 5 s’) 
and since r(s(t’)) = r(t’) for s EL[~], the last expression is 
implying that r @ yr is a representation of G, : L[r]. Since the image of the 
groups Gr : L[r] and G1 @ L.[r] under r @ yr are the same, the representa- 
tion is irreducible. Q.E.D. 
We shall now list conditions under which induced representations of the 
form just described are irreducible. 
THEOREM 11.6. The representation (r @ f)‘“’ , that is, the induced repre- 
sentation of r @ f, is an irreducible representation of G, : G, . 
PROOF. We use a theorem due to Mackey [6, Theorem 613 which states 
that “if Sz is an irreducible representation of a subgroup H of a group G, 
then the induced representation ~2 ‘A of G is irreducible if and only if for all 
x r~ G - H, the restrictions of 52 and %? to (xHx-l) n H are disjoint.” Two 
representations 8i and O2 of G are disjoint if the only transformation M for 
which the relation 
M o 8,(x) = O,(x) c M, -x E G 
holds is M = 0. Furthermore, 
“Q = Q cm 21 
is a representation of xHx-l where “7 is the mapping xhx-l --f h of XHX-1 
onto H for x E G. 
We wish to apply this theorem to our case where G, : L[I’J corresponds to 
H, r @ # to Q, and (T 1 u) to X. This means that 
(7 I 4 E (G, : G,) - (6 : WI) 
8 This theorem is applicable in our case since I’ is a one-dimensional representation 
of G, and 
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or that u $L[fl. Hence if (71U)(I’ @ rr) and L @ rr are inequivalent repre- 
sentations, they are disjoint from Mackey’s theorem and our conclusion 
follows. For this to be so let 
Then 
and 
(t 1 s) E ((T 1 u) * Gl : L[PJ . (T ) o)-‘) n (Gl : L[I’J). 
r 0 f(t Is) = r(t) 0 y%), 
(yr @ f) (t [ s) = r @ f((T ( u)-1 - (t 1 s) * (T ( CT)), 
= r(u-l(FU(T))) @ f(u-1 0 s 0 u), 
where T(u-l(~-Its(~))) E a(r). Since u $L[FJ, u(P) and r are inequivalent 
implying that (rlo)(r @ rr) and I’ @ yr are also inequivalent. Q.E.D. 
It remains to show that any irreducible representation of Gi : G, can be 
constructed in the fashion described above. This is a result of a theorem of 
Mackey [7, p. 1691 which is valid in our most general case, that is, where 
Gi is a countably infinite abelian group and G, is finite. 
D. Summary 
Below we list the steps required for computing the irreducible representa- 
tions of a semidirect group Gi : G, where the normal subgroup Gl is abelian: 
(1) List the irreducible representations (r,) of Gl . 
(2) For a given I’, compute the star of ri . 
(3) Deduce, from the star of Pi , the little group L[r& 
(4) Compute the irreducible representations of the little group of Pi. 
(5) Form tensor products of I’, with the various representations in its 
little group (these are irreducible representations of Gi : L[r,]). 
(6) Induce the product representations in step 5 to obtain irreducible 
representations of Gr : G,. 
(7) Repeat steps 2 through 6 for each Pi of Gi . 
III. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE SPCAJZ GROUP OF CsCl 
A. The Space Group 
Many of the terms encountered in Section III will be defined to some 
degree of generality for space groups, and discussed in relation to the CsCl 
type lattice in particular. The CsCl lattice can be considered as an infinite 
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periodic array of atoms that may be obtained by adjoining cubes like that 
illustrated in Fig. 1. More precisely let a be the lattice spacing which is the 
distance between two adjacent similar atoms. Let V, = (a, 0, 0), 
V, = (0, a, 0) and V, = (0, 0, a). The set of all vectors of form 
(n, + 8) VI + (n, + 6) v, + (n3 + 8) v, 
where ni , n2 , n3 are any integers and 6 = 0 or i describes the CsCl lattice 
with the provision that similar atoms are “connected” by a vector in which 
S = 0, and different atoms are connected by a vector in which 6 = i. 
FIG. 1. 
By a (real) lattice vector we mean a vector in this lattice which connects to 
“equivalent points,” that is, which connects similar atoms. The translation 
group of a lattice is the set of transformations that carry lattice points into 
equivalent lattice points, under the addition of real vectors. For example, if 
n = 4 , n2 ,n3) 
is any lattice vector in CsCl, then t, defined by 
t,(n) = n + m = a(nl + ml , n2 + m2, n3 + m3> 
is such a transformation, called a translation. The set of all translations 
T = {t” : n = u(nr , n2, n,); n, = 0, - 1, + 1, - 2, + 2, ‘*.; i = 1, 2, 3) 
(111.1) 
then forms an abelian group called the translation group where the law of 
composition in the group is given by 
v, = t,+, - 
In addition to the translation group there is a point group of the lattice 
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composed of elements which are defined by transforming the lattice onto 
itself by rotations. The point group, S, for CsCl has the 48 symmetry opera- 
tions of a cube. For this reason S is called the c&c group. The elements of S, 
24 of which are listed in Table I, are defined as the transformations of a 
vector (x, y, z) into proper or improper rotations of (x, y, z) [13].4 The remain- 
ing 24 elements of S are inversions of those listed in Table I; for example, 
for sa,(x, y, z) = R, 7, %), gives 
which means that sas = sas o sra . In general, Sa4+j = sas o s,; j = 1, *es, 24. 
A symmorphic space group5 of a lattice is a semidirect product group T : S 
where one of its elements, (t, ) s), sends a point m into an equivalent point 
(t. ( s) m = n + s(m). The (symmorphic) space group for CsCI, T : S, 
is often referred to as 0: in Schoenflies’ notation and as Pm 3m in Hermann 
and Mauguin’s notation. 
TABLE I 
DEFINING RELATIONS FOR ELEMENTS OF THE CUBIC GROUP 
4 We use 2 to mean - x, etc. 
6 Some crystalline structures such as diamond and tellurium have symmetry about 
screw axes and glide planes; their space groups, so called nonsymmorphic groups, 
may not be factored into semidirect products; consequently they are not subject to 
the analysis discussed in this exposition. 
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B. Irreducible Representations of T : S for CsCl 
In this section we shall follow, closely, the outline which appears at the 
end of Section II. First of all, it is of interest to discuss the set used to index 
the irreducible representations of the translation group-this set is often 
called the “first Brillouin zone” in the “reciprocal lattice.” A basis for a 
sublattice of equivalent points over the integers in the CsCl lattice is 
nl = a(l,O, O), n2 = 40, 1, O), n3 = a(0, 0, 1). 
The reciprocal lattice is, in general, a lattice over the integers generated by 
the vectors 
k, = n2 x n3 k, = n3 x nl 
q-n2 x n3’ n1*n2 x n3’ 
k, = nl x n2 nl*n2 x n3’ 
and, in the case of CsCl, reduces to 
k, = $ (1, 0, O), k, = + @,I, 01, k, = ; (0, 0, 1). 
In general these vectors satisfy 
n, - k, = 6,, 
for 1 < i, j < 3. 
The set of vectors 
{K : K * k’ = &‘2 , k’ a fixed reciprocal lattice vector # 0} 
defines a plane in reciprocal space perpendicular to k’.6 Thus, for all k’ 
we define, in this way, a family of planes in reciprocal space. There is a unique 
set of planes enclosing the origin of reciprocal space such that any reciprocal 
space vector extending from the origin to one of these planes intersects no 
other plane. The volume enclosed by these planes (including half the set 
of planes on the boundary which are not situated diametrically about the 
center of this volume) is called the first Brilhin zone (abbreviated B.Z.) 
of the lattice. The B.Z. of CsCl is illustrated in Fig. 2; the labels for the 
symmetry points in this figure were first used by Bouchaert, Smoluchouski 
and Wigner [l]. 
B By a reciprocal (space) vector is meant of vector K written as (l/a) (5, 7. 5) where 
f, v, 1 are any real numbers. The three-dimensional vector space over the reals 
generated by k, , k2, ks is called reciprocal space. Thus reciprocal space contains the 
reciprocal lattice. Upper case letters and lower case letters refer to reciprocal space 
and reciprocal lattice vectors, respectively. 
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FIG. 2. Symmetry points in the first Brillouin zone. 
Two vectors in reciprocal space are said to be equivalent if their difference 
is 27r times a reciprocal lattice vector. This is an equivalence relation in the 
usual mathematical sense. We have then 
THEOREM 111.1. Each vector in the B.Z. belongs to one and only one equi- 
valence class of reciprocal space vectors. 
PROOF. (For CsCl lattice although proof is similar for other lattices.) Let 
be any reciprocal space vector. Then consider 
such that 
K - K’ = + (51 - rl,,12 - 772,52 
for some integers n, , n2 , n, . Thus 
Q=&-2lnQ 
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satisfies 
for one and only one integer ni (i = 1,2, 3). Q.E.D. 
The translation group T is abelian, hence all its irreducible representations 
are one-dimensional. Its bounded irreducible representations’ may be 
indexed by a reciprocal space vector K; thus rx is the irreducible representa- 
tion t, + ezK” of T. It follows from these considerations that the bounded 
irreducible representations of T may be indexed by the B.Z. To see this mere 
clearly, let K be any reciprocal space vector and K’ the vector in the first 
B.Z. equivalent to K; then 
rK = rK,+$nk = r,, . 
We shall compute the stars and little groups of the representations of T. 
First of all, it should be remarked that an element of a little group operates 
on reciprocal space vectors, as well as real space vectors. 
THEOREM 111.2. Let rK be a bounded irreducible representation of T. 
Then the 
star of rK = crsil,,, : s, E S}. 
PROOF. By definition s;r(r,) is conjugate to r, . Evaluating this repre- 
sentation at t, E T gives 
Sfl(l;) (tn) = rK(sj(tn)) = exp [iK . sj(n)] = exp [is;‘(K) . n] = rs;l(&). 
Q.E.D. 
The prongs of the star of rK are equivalence classes in this star. Since all 
representations of T are one-dimensional, each prong contains only one 
representation. The little group of rK , L[r,], is the set of elements si of S, 
each of which takesr, into an element of the prong of r,. For this condition 
to be fulfilled we must have 
‘;‘(K) tta) =rK(tn)T for t,,g T, 
or, equivalently, 
sj(K) - K = 2ak. (111.2) 
Thus we have established 
’ The unbounded irreducible representations are physically uninteresting and are 
thereby omitted from our considerations. 
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THEOREM 111.3. 
WKI = (5 : s, E S and s,(K) - K = 2n . (reciprocal lattice vector)}. 
Any space group representation may be constructed from a translation 
group representation and a representation of an appropriate little group. 
Let us consider, in particular, the representations of T indexed by the vectors 
in Table II. 
The little groups for the points listed in Table II are: 
L&l = s . 
L[rKp] = is1 , $2, s5 9 hj , s27 3 s26 9 s35 3 s36> 
w&l =@1,s2 9 s3 3 s 4 9 %i 9 % 3 sll > s14 9 s2S 3 s26 9 s27 9 s28 9 %R 1'30 9 s35 9 36 s > 
WK*l = iSI 9 Sll 9 S26 9 SsfJ 
wc6] = WKJ 
L[rK,l = is1 ! s3 3 s26 9 s26) 
L[rIC,l = is1 3 s12 9 s2S > s3R> 
WK,.l = is1 9 S263 
WKJ = s 
WKJ = wK*1 
L[rK,,l = +l t s17 9 s16 9 s3S 9 s3R 9 s40} 
Wlc,J = is1 9 s33) 
The next step is to compute the tensor product of the irreducible repre- 
sentations of a little group, say L[I’,,], with rx( and induce this result. 
Since the irreducible representations of the little group are not generally 
at our disposal, we must compute them also. Furthermore, the cubic group 5’ 
is the little group of rk and its irreducible representations must be known 
if one requires the spake group representations “corresponding to the I’ 
point.” In general it is convenient to known the irreducible representations 
of the point group because, in several instances, these representations may 
be subduced* to find irreducible representations of other little groups. 
s If r : G -+ GL(E) is a representation of a group G, and H is a subgroup of G, 
then T restricted to elements in H is a representation of H, called the subduced repre- 
sentation of H (subduced by r of G). A subduced representation need not be irredu- 
cible-even if the representation of G is irreducible. 
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TABLE II 
SYMMETRY POINTS IN K-SPACE 
Point in B.Z. (Fig. 2) 
Ki = (0, 0, Q, 
K, = L(O, 0, 0, 0 < 5 < m, 
a 
r point 
A point 
KS = L (0, 0, II), 
a 
X point 
K, = e!w (5, I, 01, 0 < 5 -=z x, 
a 
H point 
1 
K, = - (n, n, Oh 
a 
M point 
K, = -! (6, v, oh 0 < 6 < r, 
a 
Z point 
K7 = + (5, n, I), 0 < g < “, 
K,. = .!- (5, x, v), o < .$ < n, o < q < n, g # ,,, 
a 
S point 
S’ point 
I 
K, = - CT, r, 4, 
a 
R point 
Kg = L (r, x, g), 0 < g < n, 
a 
T point 
A point 
B point 
Sa point 
Kn = e!e (6, q, ~30 < 6 < ?I, 0 < ‘I -=z r, 0 -c 5 c n, 4 f ‘1, G point 
a 
?#L k#5 (not illus.) 
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The irreducible representations of S were computed using semidirect 
product groups. In fact S may be factored several times as follows: 
s = {s 1 ! % , ‘3, s4 9 s25 , s26 > s27 9 s23> : ('12 ! s13 9 s14 9 s23 9 s24 9 sl> 
=N: H = ((h ,S2} : {S1, ~31) : {Sly Sp5)) : (h, s23y s24> : h , Sl4>}, (III-3) 
This equation infers that the irreducible representations of S may be com- 
puted by repeating the calculation outlined in Section II using semidirect 
product groups where one requires only the representations of two groups- 
the group of 2 elements and the group of 3 elements. As an example, the 
results of the steps used in computing the irreducible representations of 
H = {s 1 9 s12 9 s13 > s14 3 s23 3 24 s } are listed below (see [9]): 
H = {sl , s23 , s24} : {sl , s14} = N’ : H’ . 
The irreducible representations of N’ = {s, , s23 , sa4q) are9 
The sets of conjugate representations of P, and I’, are {r,} and {Pa , r,>, 
respectively. 
The little groups are 
W’J = (~1, ~141 = H’, w21 = w31 = hb 
The representations of the little groups are 
Using the general formula (see Theorem 11.5) 
r, @ #(t 1 s) = rip) @ #(s) = ri 0 yfyt * s), (111.4) 
@ o is used throughout this paper to mean exp (2ti/3). 
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to compute an irreducible representation of G, : L[r,] we have, for G, = N’ 
and rfi = pLj , 
l-1 0 Pl 1 1 1 1 1 1 
rx @Pa I 1 1 --I -1 -1 
These are representations of H since H = N : L[T,]. However, since 
N’ : L[r,l = h , ~23 , 4 f H, 
we must induce the representation of N’ : L[r,]. The right cross section of 
N’:L[l-J 1 s1 ha sa4 
N’ : L[r,] is {sl = x1 sla = y}. The induced representation listed below may 
be readily compiled from the list of elements xsiy-l and ysix-l where Si E H. 
Thus, we have computed all the irreducible representations of H. In general 
it is clear that if ri @ 72 is a representation of G, : L[rJ (see Theorem 11.5) 
then 
dim (I’i @ ~2)“’ = (dim r>) (0 rc (G, : L[r,])), (111.5) 
where o rc (G, :L[I’,]) is the order of the right cross section of G, :L.[rJ. 
For the case above, the right cross section of N’ : .L[r,] contains 2 elements; 
hence 
dim (r, @ Y~)‘~) = 1 -2 = 2. 
The irreducible representations of S were computed in the fashion just 
described-they are listed in Table III. Once we multiply the various entrees 
in Table III by the appropriate complex number using Eq. (111.4) we get 
all irreducible representations of the r point and the R point. 
We compute here the irreducible representation (rxs @ ~3)‘~) of the 
space group associated with the X point. The irreducible representations of 
L[rxJ appear in Table IV (the first four representations in Table IV were 
subduced from the four one-dimensional representations of S). 
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TABLE III 
THE IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF Sa 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
I/ 1
II 1 
/I 1 
II 1 
II 1 
II 1 
I/ w-1 
II w-1 
1 II 
1 I/ 
1 II 
1 II 
1 
Ii 
1 
I/ 
w 
II 
w 
II 
/I w w-1 II 
II 0 w-1 II 
II 1 l /I 
II w w-1 II 
II w-1 w II 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
-1 1 
-1 1 
-1 1 
-1 1 
-1 1 
-1 1 
-1 1 
-1 1 
-1 1 
a It should be remarked that the tabulated irreducible representations are unique 
to within equivalence under similarity transformations. 
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2 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
r, 2 
-1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
z 3 
Ill ‘II 
II w w-1 II 
II w-l w II 
II w-1 w II 
II w w-1 I/ 
II w-1 w II 
II w w-1 Ii 
II w-’ w /I 
II w o-I Ii
/I w-1 w I/ 
II w w-1 !I 
II1 l!l 
II’ I/l 
II’ III 
II’ III 
z 4 
-1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
--I 
-1 
c 5 
_____ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
--I 
--I 
-1 
-1 
--- 
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&9 
&9 
SSl 
S99 
S 99 
S34 
S96 
S39 
s9, 
S 98 
sss 
SO9 
&I 
S49 
S,9 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
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S 48 ~ 
z c; c 1 1 3 c; z I 5 
1 
1 
1 
-1 -1 
-1 -1 
l 11 ww-1 /I - l - 1 
1 /I w-1 w (1 - 1 - 1 
l I/ w w-1 // - 1 - 1 
lI/ II1 llll II1 l l(/ II1 l ill II1 llI/ 
1 I/ /I ’ ’ i II /I ’ ’ i /I II ’ ’ i II I/ ’ ’ i II 
III IPII IIi~l/l l/IilII IIiilI/ 
111 /I”ilI lllii// I/liiII /ILiiII 
ill Ill lill I/l lill II14 l/Iii/l 
‘11 lITi’ll lliL1ll //iilll l/illll 
s7 1 (/w-~ w (1 (I li i I/ II li i II II li ill II Ii 1 I/ 
s8 ~ (/ w-1 w 11 11 ’ ’ i /I II ’ ’ i I/ I\ ’ ’ i II !I ’ ’ 1 II 
IO 
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‘\ T’ 
\ z z z z 24 s \ 6 7 8 
sB ‘I /I w w-’ II /I T 1 T /I /I 1 : ’ I/ II i 1 i II II 1 1 ‘II 
‘lo ’ II w w-1 II /I ’ i ’ I/ /I ’ i ’ II II ’ i ’ II II ’ i ’ II 
‘11 1 /I 1 ’ II II I ’ ’ II II i ’ ’ II II i ’ ’ II I/ i ’ ’ II 
II w C’ II II ’ i ’ II II ’ T ’ II I/ ’ i ’ II II ’ i ’ II 
/I w-l w II II ’ ’ I /I II ’ ’ i II II ’ ’ i II /I ’ ’ I I/ 
Ill ‘II llL1l/I lli’// 1111111 l/ 1lI 
I/ w w-1 II II ’ i ’ II II ’ i ’ II II ’ i ’ II /I ’ i ’ II 
II d w II II ’ ’ i II II ’ ’ i II /I ’ ’ i II II ’ ’ i II 
II d w /I II ’ i ’ II /I ’ i ’ II II ’ i ’ II I/ ’ i ’ II 
I/ w w-1 II II i ’ ’ I/ II 1 ’ ’ II II I ’ ’ I/ I/ i ’ ’ II 
II w-1 w II II ’ i ’ I/ II ’ i ’ II II ’ i ’ /I I/ ’ i ’ /I 
II w ~1 IIII i ’ ’ II II i ’ ’ II II i ’ ’ II II i ’ ’ II 
II w-1 w II II i 1 i II II ’ 1 1 II II i 1 i II II 1 1 1 II 
II w w-l IIII i ’ ’ II II i ’ ’ II II i ’ ’ II II I ’ ’ II 
II u-1 wII II ’ 1 1 II II 1 1 i II II 1 1 ’ II II i 1 i II 
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II w w-1 I/ /I 1 1 ’ II II T i ’ II II 1 1 ’ /I 
(Ii ill I/” II/ II1’i!/ lIiiiII 
Iti ii/ /lilill /lilil/ /I1i~ll 
/Ii ill lIii~ll /Iii ill ll”i/l 
/Ii ill /I1i~l/ /IITiil /lil~ll 
I/i ‘I/ /II~~II l/~~‘ll /Ii’lll 
I/i ‘II Iliill/ lIil’l/ III~~II 
lI-~-l_w I/ II 1 ’ i II II 1 ’ l ii II i ’ l II 
/I-W-~-~ /I II ’ ’ i II II ’ ’ i II II ’ ’ 1 II 
II --w-um1 /I /I ’ I ’ II II ’ i ’ /I I/ ’ i ’ II 
II --oawml II II ’ i ’ II II ’ i ’ II II ’ i ’ II 
/Ii I// IIilill /liTill //iilII 
II --w--w-1 II II ’ i ’ II II ’ i ’ II II ’ i ’ I/ 
II-W-~-~ II II ’ ’ I I/ II ’ ’ i II II ’ ’ i II 
IIT ‘II /1~11/1 III i I/ lliiill 
/Ii ” II 
iI i T i /( 
II1 i 1 /I 
/I1 ’ill 
/Ii ’ 1 Ii 
/Iii ’ II 
I  1 Till 
II’ 1 i!/ 
/I1iill 
IV 1 i/l 
II’ i * II 
Ill 1 ‘II 
II’ 1 ‘II 
II i i 1 II 
III’ ill 
I- 
I- 
1- I-) 
13 
l-3 
w
 
I- 
I- 
G
 i- 
:3 
13 
,- 
I- 14 
13 
Id 
13 
7 ? 
P 
=
 -i 3 
P 
P f : 
i P i3 
B
 
c P 
i P 
B
 
P 
-i P 
-i : 
R
 
2 
R
 
R
 
R
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We know from Section II, B that the ((to 1 si), (to 1 sj))th (i, j in { 1, 7, 9)) ele- 
ment of TK3 @ y$(t,, 1 s,J is the 2 x 2 submatrix 
TX, 0 ~z((t, 1 SJ * (t,, ( Q.) * (to I Sj)-‘) if (to I si) * (t,, I sJel E T : Ur~.J 
and the 2 x 2 zero matrix otherwise. 
TABLE IV 
IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF L[K,] 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
- 1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
- 1 
-1 
- 1 
-1 
-1 
- 1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
- 1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
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I 1 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 1 - 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
II l 1 I/ II l 1 Ii 
0’ i II IIT i/l 
IV 1 /I IV 1 I/ 
/I1 ill II1 ill 
I/i ‘/I /Ii ‘II 
Ill iil Ill i11 
Ill l11 Ill Ill 
IIY ‘11 lli I/l 
/I1 ill /Ii ill 
Iti i/I /I1 ill 
/Ii i/I II1 ill 
/I1 ill Hi ill 
IIT ‘11 Ill ‘II 
/I i ’ II /I i ’ II 
II I ’ II II i ’ II 
IIT iI1 Ill II/ 
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The space group representation (rK3 x y>)t4) islo 
e iKa's,(n) 
iKS's,(o) e 
-e iK,‘s,(n) 
etc. 
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